
QUESTION 1 

1A. Population Pyramids 

 

(i) Name one country with a population structure similar to Pyramid A 

Germany 

(ii) Name one country with a population structure similar to Pyramid B 

India 

(iii)   Explain one reason why Pyramid B has a wider base than Pyramid A 

One reason that Pyramid B has a wider base than Pyramid A is that Pyramid B has 
a higher Birth Rate. This is the number of children born per 1000 of a population 
every year. Countries that have a wide base usually have a lack of family planning 
which means there is little use of contraceptives to control pregnancies. Women 
in these countries have a very traditional role. This means that they get married 
very young and have many babies during their lifetime. Population B has a Birth 
Rate of nearly 14% whereas Population A has a lower Birth Rate of only 7% 

(iv) Name two uses of Population Pyramids. 

One use of Population Pyramids is that governments use the Birth Rate to plan 
ahead and build more primary and secondary schools if the Birth Rate is 
increasing. 

A second use of Population Pyramids is that governments use them to check the 
life expectancy. If life expectancy is going up then they will plan for more money 
to be spent on healthcare and pensions for the elderly 

 

 

 



 

1B 

(i) Name one example of organised migration that you have studied  

Ulster Plantation in Ireland  

(ii) Describe two effects of this organised migration on the area to which people emigrated.  

The Plantation of Ulster began in 1839. This involved English and Scottish Protestants 

settling on Irish land in Ulster.  

2 effects of this organised migration on Ulster are on Language and Religion  

Language Before the Ulster Plantations, the main language spoken in Ulster was Irish Gaelic 

by the native population. However, when the new settlers arrived, they brought their own 

English language with them. Over time, native Irish speakers began to speak English as it 

became the main language of commerce in the region. As a result, English is the main 

language spoken in Ulster today  

Religion  

Before the Ulster Plantations, the main religion in Ulster was Catholic which was practised 

by the native population. However, when the new settlers arrived, they brought 

Protestantism and Presbyterianism with them. Over time as the number of new settlers 

increased, these new religions became the majority and Catholicism became the minority. 

This created a lot of trouble between Catholics and Protestants in Ulster which has lasted up 

to today 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1C 

Coastal Feature 

Name one coastal feature formed by coastal deposition and explain with the aid of a 
labelled diagram how it was formed (10) 

ST: One feature of coastal deposition I have studied is a tombolo. 

DIAGRAM 1 – Tombolo                                                     Diagram 2 – Longshore Drift 

 

   

DEV: A tombolo is a long sand dune that joins an island to the mainland. This is shown in 
the diagram above. The main process responsible for forming the tombolo is Longshore 
Drift.  

As waves break on a beach, they usually approach the beach at an angle as seen at No. 1 in 
the diagram 2 above. The waves run up the beach and this is called the Swash - No. 2 in the 
diagram below. 

As the waves run back down the beach they usually run straight back down as can be seen 
in No. 3 above This is called the Backwash. As this continues down the beach it carries 
material such as sand with it. This ends up transporting sand along the coastline (No4). 
Eventually this can build up over time and join the mainland onto and island.  

This long sand dune is called a Tombolo. 

EX: An Example of a tombolo can be found in The Maharees, Castlegregory, Co. Kerry 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTION 2 

2A. Soil 

(i) Name one Irish soil you have studied.  

One Irish soil type I have studied is Brown Soil. 

(ii) Draw and label a soil profile of the chosen soil to support your answer. 

 

(iii) Explain the formation of this soil                                                     (10 marks) 

Statement 

Brown Earth Soils are made from boulder clays and organic matter 

Development 

Brown earth soils are composed of mineral matter, air, water, humus and living organisms. 
 

The main mineral matter comes from boulder clay which is the remains of rocks that have 
been broken down by weathering and erosion over thousands of years. Brown earth soils 
developed on these boulder clays.  
 
Deciduous forests such as Oak grew on this soil. As the leaves, branches and other plant 
litter fell from the trees every year, it rotted down into the soil and created fertile humus. 
This gives Brown Soil it’s dark rich colour.  Brown earth soils contain lots of living organisms 
such as earthworms and bacteria. They burrow in the soil creating pores for air and help to 
breakdown plant litter to form humus.  
 
Over the years, these forests were cleared for farming. As there are no trees now on this 
land, farmers add nutrients such as manure to keep it fertile.  
 
Example The Golden Vale, Co. Tipperary 

 
 
 



2B Rainfall 

With the aid of a labelled diagram, explain how relief rain occurs (10 marks) 

Diagram Showing Relief Rain 

 

St. Relief Rain is formed by clouds being forced to rise over hills and mountains. Another 
word to describe hills and mountains is relief 
 
Dev. As air flows over Seas and Oceans it absorbs moisture from the sea surface by 
evaporation. In Ireland, this moist wet air comes in over the Atlantic Ocean from the west. 
When this air hits the coastline along the west of Ireland it meets mountains such as the 
Macgillcuddy’s Reeks in Kerry.  
 
The wet air is forced to rise up over the mountains and hills. The higher the air rises the 
more it cools, condenses and so it forms clouds. Eventually the clouds can’t hold any more 
moisture and so it begins to rain. 
 
The rain usually falls on the side of the mountain it hits first. This is known as  
the windward side of the mountain. 
 
By the time the moist air hits the other side of the mountain, most of the rain will have 
already fallen. The other side or dry side of the mountain is known as the Lee or rain shadow 
side. 
 

Example. South West of Ireland by the Macgillycuddy’s Reeks in Co. Kerry 

 

 

 

 



 

2C Karst Landscape – Limestone 

(i) Name the category of rock in which limestone belongs. 

Sedimentary Rock 

(ii) Name a location where limestone is found. 

Limestone can be found in The Burren, Co. Clare 

(iii) Explain with the aid of a diagram, how any one Karst underground landform is formed. 

ST: One underground feature in a Karst Landscape is a Cavern. A Cavern is a large 
underground cave. Limestone is weathered by the process of Carbonation 

Diagram Showing Underground Cavern In A Karst Region 

 

 

DEV: Karst landscapes are made from limestone rock. Limestone is made from the 
ancient remains of sea creatures. Their remains were compressed over time to form 
limestone rock and contains the mineral calcium carbonate from their bones.  

Limestone is weathered by the process of Carbonation. Rainwater in the atmosphere 
absorbs Carbon Dioxide Gas and forms a mild acid called Carbonic Acid. When the rain 
falls, the Carbonic Acid in it reacts with the Calcium Carbonate in the limestone and 
dissolves it very slowly. This is how limestone rock is weathered by carbonation. 

Over time, this process continues underground allowing rivers to flow down into the 
limestone rock and dissolve it from inside. This results in Caverns being formed 
underground. 

Caverns may also contain features such as Stalactites, Stalagmites and Pillars. 

An example of a Cavern is The Ailwee Cave in Co. Clare 

 



 


